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1/12 Negation in Sokni Berber 

In Sokna (Libya), a geographically isolated Berber variety was spoken into the 1920s, but the 

whole community has shifted to Arabic; only a few elderly semi-speakers still recall some 

words. 
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2/12 The only surviving data on this language were gathered by travellers, but some were first 

written down in Arabic characters by Soknis: a wordlist by `Ali ben el-Ḥadj `Abd eṭ-Ṭawil 

(Richardson 1850), and 5 stories by Sh. Ḥassuna ben Muḥammad ed-Dakshi (Sarnelli 1924) 

 

 

3/12 Within the Sokni data, the variety of negators stands out in a Berber context: they include at 

least: 

- wel/(y)ul 

- (i)ngi/nki 

- abu 

- la 

Only the first of these is widespread in Berber. What's their synchronic distribution, and how did 

it arise? 

 

  



4/12 Wel/(y)ul, the oldest, fell out of use during the 19th c. Lyons (1821) gives a "pan-Berber" 

example: 

- willisseen (*wel i-ssin) "stupid" ("he does not know") 

(with NegPf -ssin replacing PosPf -ssen "know") 

Sarnelli (1924) tried to elicit this, but only got: 

- ingî issen 

 

 

  



5/12 Negator ngi/nki, the commonest, is attested only in Sokna and nearby El-Fogaha. In Berber, 

preverbal particles (inc. negators) normally host clitic pronouns, as does irrealis ad in Sokni; but 

ngi leaves clitic pronouns in situ (postverbal), as seen below. 

 

 

 

  



6/12 Likewise, whereas most Berber varieties replace the "aorist" (~irrealis) with a realis form 

under negation, ngi seems to just precede it; but the only example is problematic. Latin 

transcription has ingi; Arabic, yugi "he refused"! 

 

 

 



 

 

7/12 Non-verbal negation is unattested in Sokni data, but was most likely handled with ngi, since 

the nearest and most closely related Berber variety, that of El-Fogaha (Paradisi 1963), uses 

cognate nk for this purpose as well; see attached. 

 

 

  



8/12 Three candidate sources come to mind: 

1. *wel-en -gi- "(who) did not do/was not", with a proto-Berber negative participle - unlikely, 

since relativization is infrequent 

- *y-ungey "he refuses" - problematic, since only Tamasheq has an n in this verb; Sokni had y-

ugi! 

 

 

  



9/12 3. Kanuri negative copula gənyí, also negating some verb forms. 

The expected Sokni reflex would be *gni > ngi with (well-attested) metathesis of falling-sonority 

clusters. 

Yet Kanuri loans seem too rare in Sokni to include a negator! 

(map by @tommymiles < Wikipedia) 

 

 

  



10/12 Abu marks prohibition; only one example survives (Richardson). This likely derives, via 

Tamajeq bo PROH and iba "lack, be missing", from Hausa bā̂bu "there is no"; cp. Kanuri 

bâ(wo). No plausible cognates exist further north, but El-Fogaha has bak (<bu+2MSgDat -ak?). 

 

 

 

  



11/12 Finally, the 4 attested examples of la are too few to find its exact function (emphatic 

negation?); cp. 

la imater "not good" (Richardson) 

engi imatar (ditto) (Yunes) 

But it matches Siwi to the east, and is likely < Berber *wăla "(not) even" (influenced by Arabic 

lā?) 

 

 

  



12/12 Sokni thus took a different path than most of Berber, gaining new negators before levelling 

out with ngi. 

Trans-Saharan contacts helped trigger both developments. 

See Souag 2017: Le parler berbère de Sokna (Libye) à la lumière de nouvelles données 

https://www.cairn.info/revue-etudes-et-documents-berberes-2017-1-page-193.htm 

 



 


